Dear Sens. Durbin, Grassley, Leahy, and Tillis:

We are groups who work in a variety of ways on issues of health, science, technology, and access to knowledge and medicines who support the intentions of the Restoring America Invents Act (“RAIA”) to strengthen inter partes review (“IPR”) and increase patent quality. Patent quality is extremely important in the drug industry, where patent thickets have been found to thwart the availability of lower-cost generic and biosimilar medicines. We support the goals expressed in the current draft of RAIA and urge the committee to advance a bill that restores the intentions of the America Invents Act to create a faster and lower cost path to challenge patents that are preventing competition on vital medications.

Generic and biosimilar medications are essential to increase the competition needed to bring about price savings to make our health care system financially sustainable. Competition saved consumers $338 billion in 2020 alone. Generics represent 90% of prescriptions filled, yet account for only 18.1% of drug spending. Unfortunately, anticompetitive abuses of the patent system are preventing some of this competition - especially in the biosimilars industry.

Restoring a strong inter partes review (“IPR”) process, the goal of RAIA, will improve access to a less expensive and swifter process to challenge low quality drug patents resulting in improved access to lower cost medications. Challenging patents in court is extremely expensive and time consuming. Litigation costs for challenging drug patents range from $900,000 to $5,000,000, depending on the amount of money at risk, and take years to conclude. IPRs are significantly less expensive, costing an average of $400,000 through appeal, and are required by statute to take only 18 months to reach a final decision. This makes IPRs more attractive, and, for example, it has been successfully used by the generic company Mylan to invalidate a device patent blocking competition for Sanofi’s insulin drug Lantus.

1 Patent thicketing is a strategy where a drug company files a large number of patent applications later in a drug’s life in the hopes that blocking patents will issue and generic and biosimilar competition will be delayed.
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Vigilant challenges of low-quality drug patents will only make our patent system more effective to its purpose by preventing low-quality patents from blocking competition while high-quality patents are allowed to stand. This is important as drug companies are increasingly turning to follow-on patents, applied for after the drug is on the market, to block competition. For example, a House Oversight investigation found that AbbVie was pursuing these later filed patents as part of a strategy to thwart generic and biosimilar entry after predicting biosimilar entry for Humira starting in 2017.\(^7\) Competition still hasn’t occurred, although biosimilars are expected in 2023. This strategy is being copied for other drugs and by other companies. A study of patent infringement lawsuits against generic manufacturers found that patent thickets are successfully blocking competition, and most involved patents unrelated to the active drug ingredient (42% for manufacturing processes, 35% for methods of use, and 24% for formulations).\(^8\)

The prevalence of invalid patents has been well-documented, and a strong IPR system offers an efficient process to cull those from the system. One study found that approximately 27% of all patents would be found at least partially invalid if challenged.\(^9\) Another study found that 46% of patents challenged for validity are ultimately found invalid.\(^10\) This patent quality problem provides a pathway for some companies to use the patent system to pursue anti-generic and biosimilar strategies.

We support the goals of RAIA to provide a swifter, less expensive way to challenge the validity of patents, which should result in greater drug price competition. The American public is united in its call for solutions to high drug prices, and RAIA is a common-sense and bipartisan bill that will lower drug prices.
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\(^8\) [https://www.nature.com/articles/s41587-021-01170-5.epdf](https://www.nature.com/articles/s41587-021-01170-5.epdf)
